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SIDNEY GREENSTREET OR THERE'S A RAINBOW 
'ROUN D THE CORNER 

November 21, 1994 Joseph s. stern. Jr. 

On Saturday, January 16, 1993, I was "hit" with a 
stroke. It came unexpectedly--there have never been 
any strokes in our family and, though overweight, I did 
not have high blood pressure. 

I woke up that morning with a "tingling" in my 
left hand but thought nothing of it as I went off at 10 
a.m. to play tennis at Eastern Hills. Probably slept 
on my hand, I thought. However, during the first set 
of our doubles game, I wasn't serving well. I wasn't 
throwing the ball up high enough. I thought little of 
it, but during our second set I knew something must be 
wrong as my left arm was dragging. 

I told our group I was going to stop. Al 
Reynolds, a member, said, "Joe, we need you, lousy as 
you are. If you leave, we'll only have seven [we have 
two groups of four]." I told them I would find a 
substitute, which I did, and went home, showered, and 
drove to the optimists' Saturday luncheon at the Queen 
City Club. 

After lunch, my legs didn't seem to be holding up 
properly, but I wasn't overly concerned. I thought it 
was just my burn hip and disc acting up. But I felt 
something was wrong and went home and called my doctor 
son Pete. Luckily, I caught him at home. He said 
'.'Dad, . I'm coming right over." He did and told me to go 
lmmedlately to the Emergency Room at University 
Hospital. "I'll call Dr. Tom Brott the neurologist" 
he said. Pete suspected a stroke, but I didn't feel' 
badly going ~o the hospital with Mary. In fact, I 
wanted to drlve but she thought it would be better if 
she did. 
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Again, fortunately, Pete was able to locate Dr. 
Brott, an expert on strokes, who met me after I was 
admitted. At first he thought I had a minor stroke, a 
T.I.A. T.I.A. stands for transient ischemic attack. 
It is like a mini stroke which causes only a temporary 
loss of function, but it is a serious warning sign of a 
real stroke. stroke symptoms include numbness, 
weakness or paralysis of the face, arm or leg, 
difficulty in speaking, rapid onset of blurred or 
decreased vision, temporary dizziness. The tingling in 
my left hand that morning was my warning, but I wasn't 
aware of it. 

A stroke, I learned, is the result of a sudden 
decrease in the flow of blood to parts of the brain. 
When blood cannot reach the brain because of a blood 
clot in an artery to the brain, brain cells become 
deprived of oxygen and die. Consequently, functions 
normally controlled by those damages brain areas become 
i mpaired. Paralysis of certain body parts may occur. 

Dr. Brott's initial optimism about a T.I.A. soon 
went by the boards. I caved in and was put in 
i ntensive care. The next forty-eight hours were 
crucial--the patient can die during this period. 

My left side was in trouble. My leg and arm were 
shot, but fortunately not my brian. There are four 
main arteries to the brain; one of these was "closed" -
but in an M.R.I., the other three were found to be 
clear. Dr. Brott told me of a new drug that helps 
break up a clot in the brain but it must be given 
within three hours of the first symptoms. It was now 5 
p.m.; my first symptom was the hand tingling when I 
woke up at 8. I was six hours too late. The drug 
c;:alled T.P. or "tissue plasmiogin activator," is still 
l n the experimental stage; only ten hospitals in the 
U.S., of which University Hospital is one, are 
experimenting with it. Results so far have been 
excellent, but 50% of the cases get a placebo; 
therefore, you start off with only a 50-50 chance, 
though of the remaining 50 about half gain sUbstantial 
benefits. 
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Later, Dr. Brott told me there would be good 
recovery on my leg but that my left arm and fingers 
would be permanently weakened. He said the best 
i mprovement after a stroke takes place during the first 
three months, but there is slow, steady improvement the 
first year. After that, nothing much. Therapy helps. 

After two weeks at University Hospital, I 
transferred to Bethesda Oak for four more. There I was 
given intensive therapy, both O.T. (above the waist) 
and P.T. (below the waist). I had first-rate 
understanding and encouraging therapists. After six 
weeks, I went home and was scheduled to continue 
therapy four times a week as an outpatient. 

The stroke was a terrible assault on my body, soul 
and "raison d'etre." Dr. Greg Rouan, my internist, 
tried to put me on a safe course--what pills to take 
for high blood pressure, what foods to avoid because I 
n~w had high blood pressure for the first ti~e in my 
llfe. ,In additi~n, Coumadin, a blood thinner, was 
~rescr1bed. I~ 1S a medical faVorite in this area, but 
lt must be monItored carefully; it is a tricky drug. 
My blood level, taken every week at Bethesda when I had 
therapy, was to be sent by computer to University 
Hospital to be monitored. It was an unholy arrangement 
and something slipped through the cracks. University 
Hospital never received the information. As a result, 
I had a "bleed" in my right buttock which swelled to 
the size o f a watermelon . Fortunately the blood wa 
slowly reabsorbed into my bloodstream but Dr Br tt s 
told me the "bleed" had set me back three mo~ths~ 

No more Coumadin. It was replaced with Ticlid 
which I am still taking . 

strokes are very often accompanied my depression. 
But, contrary to the norm, I got through the first 
three months buoyed by the challenge of recovery. 
Then, quite unexpected ly, the bottom dropped out. I 
became depressed and listless and eventually lost forty 
pounds. I couldn't walk, though Dr. Brott assured me 
that I would eventually , My left arm had little 
movement in it, but occupational therapy helped some. 
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I cried a lot, especially when I talked with our 
daughter Peggy. Shortly thereafter, Dr. Rouan pu~ me 
on Paxil, an anti-depressant. I also counseled w~th 
Dr. Dick vilter whose advice over the years has been 
sound and helpful. 

In late March, I came home from the hospital. 
Mary had fixed up a spare room with bath off the 
kitchen as a bedroom. Lots of pillows, a small 
television set, a hand rail for the toilet seat, 
special chair and shower head in the bathtub. Mary 
also had extra banisters made for the stairs and the 
back porch and a ramp for the wheelchair. She had 
outdone herself in trying to make me comfortable; 
moreover, she was always cheerful. 

I had hoped active exercise would help keep me 
going as I got older. I was used to playing squash 
and/or tennis five days a week. What was I going to do 
now? Well, for openers, I determined not to quit, as 
many stroke patients do. Mary's upbeat attitude had a 
lot to do with this. 

In therapy, they asked me to identify goals; it 
was part of the treatment. I said I would like to walk 
a quarter of a mile, to have some use of my left side, 
and be able to go fly-fishing. The first and second 
seems reasonable goals, but fly-fishing was a strange 
commodity at Bethesda. 

Why fly-fishing? It was part of my thesis of 
trying to lead a "civilized" life. Combine this with 
my love of active participation in sports. For me, 
there are four civilized sports and until the stroke I 
tried to engage in each of them as much as possible. 
First and foremost is fly-fishing; second is squash-
you get a day's exercise in forty minutes--a substitute 
for squash is tennis doubles. Third is bridge. Yes, 
Charles Goren defines bridge as a sport, not a game, 
and I never get tired of it. Each hand is different 
and challenging. Fourth is skiing--if you learn it 
right, the natural elements do most of the work though 
you feel pleasantly tired at the end of the day. 
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Squash and/or tennis and skiing wer~ out. That 
left bridge and fly-fishing. (I play br~dg7 most every 
noon at the University Club.) But fly-f1sh1ng for. 
trout is the ultimate sport for me. Trout always 11ve 
in beautiful places and you must concentrate on ~ha~ 
you're doing. For an increasing number, tro~t f1sh1ng 
is a way of life. Norman McLean's book, A R1ver R~ns 
Through It, opens with this sentence: "In our fam1ly 
there was no clear line between religion and fly
fishing." Fly-fishing through the Mid-life Crisis by 
Howell Raines elaborates on this thesis. In Ted 
Leeson's book of essays in The Habit of Rivers: 
Reflections on Trout streams and Fly-fishing, he 
reminds you of how much more there is to fly-fishing 
than the mere taking of fish. It offers a lesson in 
the art of living, or more exactly, in the art of 
getting outside yourself, which is essential to sane 
living or being "civilized"--my eternal quest. 

At outpatient therapy at Bethesda Oak we started . , 
1n on my goals. I'm a "lefty" and my arm was "shot," 
but I learned to throw with my right arm not an . . , 
1ncons1derable task, at a dart board in the therapy 
room. The arm motion was the same as that used in fly
fishing. We used round balls that stuck to the board 
instead of darts. Progress was slow. It was hard to 
stand up, but I awkwardly held onto a table with my bad 
arm. Later on, Missy, my therapist, found a fishing 
rod--a Zebco type, no backlash. Just cast out and 
retrieve. Missy attached a plastic sinker to the end 
of the mono filament line and I'd try to throw it at an 
object in the room, simulating an actual cast. After 
several weeks, I think I wore Missy out, but the 
combination of the dart board and the fishing rod began 
to show some results. I was amazed--and encouraged. 

Walking was slow. I was measured for a plastic 
brace on my left leg to strengthen it and, after a lot 
of experimenting, I was able to put it on unaided. 
Twice a week. I learned to walk on a special aluminum 
cane with a rubber tip. Progress as always was slow, 
especially because my "bad" left leg was also on the 
same side as my bad hip . 
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But consider the alternative. After a few weeks, 
I could walk almost half an hour without stopping but 
never alone. The therapists taught me to climb stairs. 
"Up with the good leg, down with the bad." One day we 
even went to the contemporary Arts Center downtown 
where there is an escalator, and where I learned to get 
on and off this moving object, but without much 
confidence. Ramps were difficult, especially going 
down. So were curbs. "Down with the bad foot." But 
as time went by, the left leg strengthened and didn't 
"buckle" so much. 

As it got warmer in late April and May, I was 
anxious to find out if I could throw a fly line 
outside. Throwing a ball at a dart board or casting 
with a sinker at the end of the line worked okay 
because there was some weight in each, but throwing a 
fly line with an almost weightless fly at the end of a 
wire foot leader, that was something else. The cast 
must be perfectly timed. 

To achieve that "timing," it is important to have 
the right balance between the line, the rod, and the 
reel. 

What weight line to use? I had a little motion in 
my left fingers, so I could awkwardly attach a reel to 
a rod, but it was difficult to attach the eye of the 
fly hook to the leader. Too much twisting. Using a 
four weight (lighter) and a six weight (heavier) line, 
I practiced throwing a fly over our front porch into 
the garden or out on our driveway where I would cast to 
an oil spot. As in walking, progress was painfully 
slow, but there was progress. 

What kind of reel to use? I was used to throwing 
with my left arm and reeling or stripping in with my 
right. Now I had to do the reverse with little power 
or mobility in my left arm. As an alternative to a 
regular reel, the late Bob Senior and Chuck Yeiser, 
both consummate fly-fishermen and companions on many 
trips, each brought me an old "automatic" reel. These 
were used years ago before the present reels were 
invented. It is spring loaded when you throw the fly 
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and there is a button on it which, when you press down, 
releases some of the tension in the spring and strips 
in the line. The reel is very tricky--the spring often 
doesn't work right; it has very little "drag." If you 
hook a fish and press down on the bottom too hard, the 
line comes back too fast. You could either lose the 
fish or have it hit you in the face--mos~lY the former. 
But the automatic uses only one arm, an lmportant 
consideration. 

By late May, I had improved enough to learn to 
drive with one arm and had a doctor's letter of 
approval, which is essential. Whe~ he vis~ted 
cincinnati earlier in May, my son-ln-law Jlm Graeter 
had given me some good advice on parking, turning an~ 
the like. I kept practicing in the neighborhood untll 
I felt sure enough to venture out on major highways 
alone. 

There's a fly shop in cincinnati, streamside 
outfitters, an Orvis distributor on Cooper Road, 
Montgomery. I drove out there and it felt good to 
visit that shop, hear the "fish talk," see the 
equipment. I was back in the world I loved. 

Tom Ryan, the proprietor, was most helpful and 
patient. He thought my left arm would improve (it 
hasn't) to the point where I could strip in with a 
regular reel, but he also told me about automatic 
reels. The best was a Perrine, but they were out of 
business. However, he gave me the address of their 
principal distributor in Minneapolis. I called them 
and they still had a few reels left. I didn't know 
which style to order, but they suggested a couple which 
they sent. (I have since tried to corner all the spare 
Perrines I can lay my hands on; they've become a 
collector's item in the fly-fishing manuals.) 

Tom fixed them up, one with a six weight line; the 
other, a four. I was very Clumsy at first, but after 
awhile I could get the line out, not very well, not 
much confidence in my timing, but better than nothing. 
I had trouble with the button. I was pressing on it 
too hard and the line was snapping back. However, I 
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was anxious to find out what I could do on a real 
stream and which reel would work better, the regular or 
automatic. 

One day in early June, chuck Yeiser and David 
Joseph took me up to our cherished Zanesfield Rod and 
Gun Club, the fly-fishing place we belonged to, 110 
miles north of Cincinnati. Zanesfield is at the head 
waters of the Mad River, the only native trout stream 
in ohio. The Club, over 100 years old, exists because 
it controls the land on which the cold water springs 
corne out of the ground to form the Mad River. It is 
the end of a famous ohio aquifer which starts at the 
Blue Hole near Sandusky on Lake Erie and travels 
underground through the farmlands of northeastern Ohio 
to Logan County and Zanesfield. Trout don't do well in 
water over 54 degrees; the Zanesfield springs do not 
exceed this temperature. 

The Club has fashioned a pond called the Dust Bowl 
and several streams, easily accessible, where members 
can look for trout, fly-fishing only. The trout are 
mostly rainbows and are raised on Club property, but 
several years ago, Chuck Lazarus of Columbus introduced 
a few browns he had brought back from Scotland, and 
they have done well. There are also a fair number of 
brookies. 

Zanesfield in itself is a treat. originally a 
club for men only, today it has become a family place. 
There is a club house for families as well as the 
original building and club house for men only, a 
concession to earlier times. Now entering its 105th 
year, the Club owns all the property, bought from the 
Cushman family, the original owners. For many years, 
Warren Cushman managed the place with love and 
devotion, and set high standards for members and 
employees alike. There are comfortable rooms in each 
club house for sleeping purposes and excellent cooking 
and refrigeration facilities. Well tended paths amid 
native trees add to its natural beauty. "Live in" 
mallards and Canada geese add a special dimension. 
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The trip up is always an adventure. There are two 
choices. There is a shorter route via the interstates 
a~d a "back" route .. The back route takes about twenty 
mlnutes longer--a llttle over a two-hour ride from 
Cincinnati--and I have always preferred it. Our great 
interstate road system has deprived the average 
motorist of really "seeing" the country. Rural Ohio 
Route 68 traverses fertile farmland, and the old Indian 
valley around Zanesfield is considered to b~ the best 
land in the state. The area near the club ~s the 
highest point in Ohio--15 50 feet-- and ~lways 10 Hi 
degrees cooler than elsewhere. Nearby ~s the vall~y 
Ski Resort and the wealthy community of Bellefonta1ne. 

Along the way, we pass through xenia, Yellow 
springs, Urbana, and West Liber~y. In each are great 
"watering holes" and local arch1tecture that make each 
town unique. Xenia has stan, the Doughnut Man, an old 
Richardson style Courthouse which survived t~e 1974 
tornado, an historic log cabin, and Dodd's b~zarre 
1920's marble-columned furniture store. 

Yellow Springs has Carol's Kitchen. There are 
always grungy Antioch students wandering up and down 
the main street. A short detour to the old Antioch 
campus, a fountainhead of liberal education, presents 
us with a fine example of the campuses that dominated 
scores of rural Ohio towns. 

Urbana has a great Dairy Queen where you can buy a 
mouth-watering "Blizzard" on the way home, and 
Mumfords, a super deli and home of their famous potato 
chips and peanut brittle--the best you ever tasted, 
caramel corn, popcorn too. We pass three attractive 
brick nineteenth century two-story houses with flowered 
wreaths on the door on one section of the main street 
and several wooden Victorian houses with hanging flower 
plants and swings in another section. On the outskirts 
of Urbana--as well as other towns--one always finds the 
largest house, the place where the "king" lives. When 
we took au~o trips with our kids, we always looked for 
the house ln a small town where the "king" lived-
usually the Coca-Cola dealer. In Urbana it's Grime's 
"plantation": large Tudor style main ho~se, extra 



quarters for the family, tennis co~rts, barns, the 
works. Grimes is reputed to have lnvented the small 
yellow lights on airport landing strips. 
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In West Liberty, there's the Greystone for fresh 
homemade pie. 

And there are some communities like Spring Valley, 
a charming country town completely untouched by the 
passage of time. It could be 1894, not 1994. On the 
sleepy main street, there are a couple of buildings 
still featuring old iron grill work, a nineteenth 
century mark of prosperity. And there are substantial 
houses with wide front porches that have wooden swings 
suspended from the ceiling. 

There are well maintained white frame nineteenth 
century farm houses all along the route; many 
displaying plastic ducks and geese with red bandannas-
a phenomenon of the area. We have informal contests 
counting them. The latest fashion, though, are plastic 
reindeer or black metal silhouettes depicting hunters 
or baseball players. 

By the time we got to Zanesfield, after passing 
all the familiar way stations I thought I'd never see 
again, I was anxious to fish--and apprehensive. We 
parked at the Men's Club House which isn't far from the 
Dust Bowl, the principal pond on the property. Which 
equipment to use? The regular reel or the automatic? 
Chuck though I should try the regular first and he 
assembled it on the rod. David carried a small Coleman 
camp chair down to the Dust Bowl. I hobbled down there 
on my cane, not sure of my footing, the ground being 
uneven. That tired me, so I sat on the camp chair. 
But it was a beautiful day and the fish were rising. 
Chuck tied on a #16 yellow goofus bug, too slowly, I 
thought. Chuck's a great fisherman, but he can't see 
too well without his bifocals which he left in the car 
and I was becoming impatient as the fish continued to 
rise. 

I was using an 8-1/2 foot Orvis rod with a four 
weight line and a 4x leader (light tackle) and was 
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anxious to see how my pra c ticing at home would work "in 
reel life." I couldn ' t get the line out very far, my 
timing was poor, but I got it out and was able to strip 
in clumsily with my l e f t h and, not too bad. I thought 
I had a strike; at least , I saw a swirl, retrieved too 
fast and on the next cas t got the fly stuck in an 
evergreen on my back c ast . The fly was too high up in 
the tree for Chuck to pry l oose, so he br oke it off. 
But he was patient and tied on another goofus while I 
sat in the camp c hair and David made a few casts 
himself. 

But the f ish were still r i sing. I missed one rise 
after another but finally one "took," and I managed to 
hold it without breaking the leader. It wasn't that 
big but I couldn't land it . However, I did get it 
clo~e enough to s hore so that David could use his net. 
David's shoulder wasn't too good, so he got down on all 
fours and landed a three - quarter pound rainbow. 

The sight o f that fish on the grass undid me. I 
lay down and cr i e d like a baby. I never thought I'd 
ever catch a trout again. David and Chuck, I think, 
were more pleased than me . 

I quit after that . There wasn't much left in me, 
but I had broken the ice; the experience had given me a 
lot of confidence to go on. I have been back to 
Zanesfield severa l times (courtesy of my "guides" John 
Humphrey, Polk La ffoon, Bill Friedlander, Chuck 
Carothers, Gene Saenger, and Pete Stern i n addition to 
Chuck Yeis7r and David Joseph), and hav~ improved my 
range conslderably: I don 't need the camp chair any 
more - -I use a speclal cane wi th seat attached. I can 
hobble to the streams near the Dust Bowl and have 
always ~anaged to land at l east one f ish. One time I 
had a blg one on but he broke off where the tl'ppet loose. came 

N?w to regress a bit . Not long after the stroke 
I recelved a heartwarming , encouragi ng letter from ' 
Randy Berry, one o f the owners o f Teton Valley Lodge 
The Lodge is a fish i ng club on the "otherlt side of th 
Grand Tetons in a beautiful Mor mon valley near Driggs~ 
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I daho. Ever since the end of World ~ar II, ~ur family 
has been going to Jackson Hole, wyom~ng, durl~g the 
s ummer for dude ranching and pack tr1ps at Tr1angle X 
r anch and fishing in the Snake River and surrounding 
s treams. But about forty years ago, we discovered the 
"other side"--across Teton Pass into Idaho and on to 
Alma Kunz's famous fishing lodge on the Teton River. 
Randy was a young guide there along with his pal John 
pherson. It was there that Randy met his wife Sandy, 
Alma's granddaughter. About 20 years ago, they were 
able to buy Teton Valley from Alma's estate. 

At the end of his letter, Randy wrote: "Joe, if 
you can get out here in July, we'll take care of you." 
That was the incentive. There's nothing I'd rather do 
than fish with Mary on the South Fork of the Snake. 
Well, maybe section "c" of the Green River below the 
dam at Flaming Gorge in Utah, or in Montana on the 
Bighorn on a misty fall morning. 

That was February 1993. We reserved our favorite 
cabin, the Teton suite, for a week in mid-July, not 
knowing whether we could make the trip or not. But 
just the thought of sitting on the porch of the Teton 
suite at dusk, sipping a Jim Beam and Soda, watching 
flights of Ca~adian geese and sandhill cranes swoop 
down to the f1elds across the Teton River for an 
evening's forage, and counting the "risers" on the 
river as the evening hatches took over was yet another 
powerful incentive. 

At that time, I needed a wheelchair to go any 
place where distance was involved. How could I get 
ar~und th7 rough terrain at Teton Valley? But I was 
stlll t~klng both occupational and physical therapy 
three t1mes a wee~, and my leg was definitely getting 
stronger. We dec1ded to leave the wheelchair at home. 

· Chuck Yeiser persuaded me to buy a very light 
n1ne-f~ot Scott rod. Though expensive, it proved a 
great 1nvestment. It can handle either a four five 
six weight line and either a regular reel or a~ 
automatic. My dilemma was which reel would work 

or 
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I certainly wasn' t getting much action from my 

better. 
old reels. 

come July, Mary and I took Delta to Salt Lake city 
where we had to change planes for Idaho Fall~. Our 
plane was late in arriving at salt,Lake and ~t,was a 
fifteen minute walk to our connectl0n. But belng 
handicapped has certain advan~ages. De~ta rushed us 
over to our gate in an electrlc cart Wh1l7 they held 
the plane. At Idaho Falls, we were met wlth a , 
wheelchair, and Delta agents were most helpful wlth our 
gear--including fishing cases--while Mary rented a 
small Ford sedan, It was great to be in the high 
country again--that wonderful air when you step off the 
plane. 

The trip to Teton Valley from Idaho Falls is only 
an hour and a half, but it was now 5 p.m. and we wanted 
to buy an aluminum camp chair for me. I can't get up 
from the ground. The agent steered us to a shopping 
center where Mary found just what we were looking for 
at a discount store. Dinner at Teton Valley wasn't 
until 9:30, but it got dark about 8:30. It was now 6 
p.m., and I began to worry. Mary was driving and I 
didn't want her on the gravel and dirt roads near the 
Lodge after dark. But all worked out okay. 

About halfway over, we saw the Snake shimmering in 
the late afternoon sun from a high bluff, red 
chokeberries dotting the hills behind. There was a 
McKenzie River fishing boat "taking out" at the landing 
under the swallow cliffs across from the bluff. I hope 
they had a good day. We motored by some of the green 
swaled potato fields Idaho is famous for, past Farmer 
Brown's property where the Lodge had river access, and 
then the long hill down to Swan Valley past Tom 
Selleck's Hereford ranch. We crossed the Snake above 
Conan. The water looked a little high but clear and 
inviting. There isn't much to Swan Valley but the 
General Store where we always stopped for a maple nut 
ice cream cone on our way over from the Lodge for a 
day's fishing. The best ice cream I've ever tasted, 
and served up in a square metal scoop. But not this 
time; we wanted to get in before dark. 
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We took the curving, scenic route, number 22, 
before the descent into Teton Valley, looking for 
familiar landmarks. Yes, there was the ranch where 
they kept the llamas and a lame deer. As we crossed 
the trestle over Pine creek you could see your shadow 
among the evergreens as it was now past 7:00 p.m. We 
wound up the road to the summit--about 7,000 feet and 
then down into Teton Valley. About half way down we 
saw the glorious tip of the Grand Teton jutting up into 
the sky about 25 miles away. I never fail to get a 
thrill from this scene. We soon came to the back road, 
lined with aspens, that took us into the Mormon Valley 
and its well tended fields and on to the "red barn"-
the landmark that told us we were at the Lodge. It was 
deserted. Everyone was out fishing. But presently the 
cook showed up and she helped Mary carry our gear to 
the Teton suite, not far from the main lodge. What a 
joy to see that familiar scene again--the Lodge, the 
peaceful Teton River at our feet and the mighty Tetons 
in the distance. 

The gang got in around nine--a long fishing day. 
At dinner, when asked how the fishing was, John 
Pherson, Randy's partner, chimed in with his familiar 
phrase, "We murdered 'em." The next morning Randy told 
me he was going to guide us. "You made it out here and 
we want to see what we can do." "Which reel should I 
use?" Randy quickly opined, "I'd try the automatic--it 
will be easier for you." In the old days when Randy 
broke in as a guide for Alma Kunz, automatic reels were 
standard. That was thirty years ago; now they're 
passe. I told him I had a Perrine #57 which he said 
was fine. "Their spring action is a little tricky, but 
they made the best automatic ever." 

We made a short float in the South Fork from the 
bridge to Conan, about a two mile trip, first stopping, 
of course, for a maple nut cone at the Swan Valley 
General store and a couple of Butterfingers for Randy. 
Randy was right--the automatic worked better for me, 
though pressing the button was tricky. I still haven't 
mastered it, but the more I use it, the better I 
become, though on a rating of one to ten I rate about a 
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four--a long way to go. The line still comes back too 
fast and the "drag" simply doesn't work. 

By lunch t ime (2 : 0 0 p.m.), because Randy put me 
right in the fish , I' d managed to catch two cutthroats 
each on a golden s tone fly. In the meantime, Mary, in 
the bow of the boat, was "murdering them." She had the 
good touch. I was s tra pped into a seat in the back 
with a home-r i gged life jacket. Fishing seated is much 
harder than standing; you lose leverage, but I wasn't 
yet ready to stand . But i t was a grand day. Just to 
be back on the river was e nough in itself; the riffles, 
the brushy banks, the currents, the mountains in the 
background. The sight of bald eagles near Conan, all 
added dimension. I felt I was back in the world again. 

At Teton Va lley if you're a member you get to fish 
with either Randy or John once in five days. They're 
superb; they k now every riffle, every rock and, can 
"match the hatch" better than the other guides--though 
the guides are mostly first rate. I was surprised the 
next day--you don't know in advance who your guide will 
be--to learn at breakfast that John was going to take 
us. We were surprised to be so lucky, but Randy had 
written, "You get here and we'll take care of you." 
And how they were try ing . The Lodge was full, but all 
the others seemed t o understand. If there is a better 
fisherman than Randy, it might be John. Always 
cheerful, a l ways opti i stic, he sings the old standards 
constantly while guiding and has a special song for 
Mary: "I've been havi ng trouble seeing Mary ... " 

John took us down to fl oat the Teton Narrows forty 
minutes away. You go down a steep hill to get in and 
though it's public water, it' s seldom fished by any 
parties other than t he Lodge because of the difficult 
access. Mostly rainbows and rainbow-cutthroat hybrids 
a tricky stream because much of it is canyon and the ' 
winds can be a nuisance. There are several rapids with 
great backwaters in addition to the main stretch. The 
Teton Narrows is a " later river," good on Caddises and 
Hoppers in August and September. When we went down it 
was Golden Stones and Trudes. 
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I didn't fare too well in the backwaters. I was 
trying to master the automatic reel in fast water. 
However, after lunch we came upon some grassy banks and 
large rocks. On one bend there was a huge rock and a 
fish came out as I awkwardly threw in a Golden Stone. 
It was a big fish; by far the biggest I'd seen. Could 
it be Sidney Greenstreet? Remember the large and 
sinister movie actor Sidney Greenstreet, my synonym for 
a big fish. One great fish is more satisfying than a 
hundred smaller ones. But in my condition I never 
thought I'd ever hook into a Sidney Greenstreet again. 

I saw it open his mouth slowly, as a big fish 
does, and swallow the fly. A big fish owns the river; 
it doesn't have to make a quick pass at the fly as a 
smaller fish must. Bam--I'd hooked him; and, yes, it 
was Sidney! It took off down the river and I knew I 
did not have a good drag on the automatic. When you 
hook a big fish, it takes off and usually breaks the 
leader. But this time the leader held, and John was 
determined to land the fish. If the fish went 
downstream, John followed it in the boat; if it went 
upstream, John stayed with it. After awhile the fish 
tired and so did my right arm. It was difficult to 
keep the tension on with the rod held high. 

Finally, though it seemed ages, it was just a few 
minutes, and the fish began to tire. I reeled it 
closer to the boat. When it was almost alongside, John 
took out his net and made a swipe at it--the fish got 
away. Usually, when this happens, the fish goes down 
i nto the stream's underbrush and breaks off--but not 
this time. Miraculously, the leader didn't break and 
John maneuvered the boat out into the stream away from 
the underbrush. 

My arm was about dead, but the fish was too. It 
got close to the boat again. John wasn't taking any 
chances this time. He jumped into the water with his 
net. He would have drowned rather than lose that fish. 
The water was over his head, but John found a rock to 
stand on. I was trembling as he netted the fish and we 
took him to shallow water. It was, indeed, Sidney 
Greenstreet--a huge hybrid rainbow (part cutthroat). 
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After boating it, Joh n measured the fish: 25 inches 
long, 13-1/2 inches w~de, six po~nds even: I'V7 landed 
heavier browns but t h lS was my blggest ralnbow ln over 
40 years in the l ower " 48 . " Both Mary . and I have taken 
bigger ones in Alaska on salmon egg fIles. 

John took lots of pictures, then gently lowered 
the fish back in the water and nursed it to health by 
soothing its underbelly . When he thought it was strong 
enough, he released it. The fish slowly wiggled away, 
but not far. We stayed around until it seemed 
stronger. John t ouched it with his oar and off it 
went. 

That exper ience didn't only make my day--it made 
my summer--no, it made the whole year. The image of 
Sidney corning out from the rock and later on John 
jumping in to net him and t hen seeing how big he was-
remains indelibly etched in my memory. 

It was late July when we returned to Cincinnati. 
I was still on Paxil, the anti-depressant, but I was 
still depressed . However, I hadn't given up; and Mary 
was always there. I signed up to tutor inner city 
children who were being bussed to Kilgour School. I 
signed on to moderate a course in U.C.'s Learning in 
Retirement program--"Great Events and Landmarks in 
Cincinnati History.1I I started playing bridge again 
and reading. 

The depression slowly went away and the Paxil was 
r e tired. I became myoId cheerful, feisty self again. 
Was it the Paxil? Maybe, but I think it was that big 
rainbow, sidney Greenstreet. 




